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What do I expect from our future
Innovation & Design Project Manager?
Be the cornerstone of multidisciplinary
collaboration within the agency,
continuously improve our
methodologies and ensure a strong and
exciting customer experience.
Since the beginning, our customers
have pushed us towards more and
more ambitious projects around the
world: I can promise great
opportunities to grow and shine!
Marie Potel-Saville,
Founder & CEO

First, let us introduce ourselves:
What do we do?
We reconcile the law with its users. We deeply believe that
shaping the law can give back to the law its true value, as a
strategic tool. We create Legal UX, as a humane, accessible and
inclusive experience.

What do we explore?
We keep exploring new innovation fields, new tools and new
challenges. By refusing the status quo, we solve users’
problems and find the most adapted solution, that users will
seamlessly adopt. Thanks to user-centric design, we take great
care of our clients in meeting their needs and exceeding their
expectations.

First, let us introduce ourselves:
What do we love?
We love confronting different points of view and expertise, we
love working together to be the most creative possible when
delivering value to our clients. We are generous at heart in the
way we create and deliver projects. We love making the law
accessible to all, that’s why we’re always in movement, work at
a high pace and play with everything we had not foreseen.
That’s the elasticity required by our projects.

Who are we?
We’re passionate about user-centric legal innovation, we don’t
know of any laws according to which the law should be
incomprehensible and we’re truly convinced that legal design is
key to stronger democracies. We are all doers, we take great
care in ensuring we always create the best possible
deliverables, offer the most relevant ideas, thanks to our natural
curiosity which we feed each day – without forgetting nice
breathers.

The purpose of your job:
We are looking for a Senior Innovation & Design
Project Manager to face an ever-increasing workload
and ever more ambitious and challenging projects
You will be at the heart of the multidisciplinary
collaboration between designers, lawyers,
copywriters and neurosiences experts. You will help
deliver impacting projects for a wide variety of
customers: from the creation of a platform for 700
lawyers, to decision support tools for Public entities,
including the transformation of personal data charters
into action and empowerment tools for users.

Your daily challenges:
• Pitching projects: analyzing prospects needs to
how we can best address them within the range of
services we offer.
• Methodology: define the most appropriate design
methodology to solve the problem, including
designing and co-facilitating user workshops. Improve
methodology on an ongoing basis.
• Running projects: from kick-off to delivery, you
will be the client’s main interlocutor to ensure our
projects are not “just” a success, but also a powerful
and enjoyable experience. It’s not just about the
destination, but also about the journey!
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Who are you?
• Project management has no secrets for you, you are
able to twist your methods by adapting to the client's
needs
• Design thinking is an ally for you in your daily life,
which you manage perfectly and of which you are
convinced
• Rigorous, you are meticulous with a great sense of
detail: your renderings are always very neat
• The customer relationship is easy, fulfilling and
exciting, you want to give them the best experience
• Your adaptability, your sense of results, to always
develop the best solutions, are qualities that are
recognized to you
• Law interests you, arouses your curiosity, this
discipline is a pleasant source of learnings

Who are you?
• You are innovative, curious, always with the desire to
do better, to invent what do not exist in order to go even
beyond
• For more than 5 years, you have already evolved in
project management in innovation agencies or other
innovation-oriented environments
• English and French are your preferred languages that
you like to use every day, both orally and in writing
•

You are committed to making complexity accessible

Sounds like you?

The purpose of your job:

Get in touch at
hello@amurabi.eu
Explain to us in a few lines why
legal innovation by design resonates with you and describe a project that you’ve done and are proud
of, as well as your CV.

